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Alternative Ways of Seeking Knowledge 

in Consumer Research 

LAUREL ANDERSON HUDSON 
JULIE L. OZANNE* 

Two of the predominant approaches to gaining knowledge in the social sciences 
are the positivist and interpretive approaches. Different philosophical assumptions 
and goals underlie both. We are better able to see the strengths and weaknesses 
in the two approaches by comparing and contrasting different perspectives; this 
juxtaposition is essential if we are to improve the ways in which we study consumers. 
In this article, we demonstrate the influence of assumptions on different research 
processes, cite problems inherent in both perspectives, point out the range of po- 
sitions within the interpretive approach, and discuss the ramifications of diverse 
ways of seeking knowledge for consumer research. 

M any ways of seeking knowledge about consumers 
exist. Knowledge may be gained from such di- 

verse approaches as reading a novel to conducting a 
laboratory experiment. Each form of knowledge is 
valuable. However, as individual researchers, we must 
choose the processes through which we gain knowledge. 
Our field is dominated by various versions of positivism 
(Anderson 1986), even though the problems of positiv- 
ism are well articulated in the literature (Anderson 1983; 
Olson 1981; Peter and Olson 1983). However, the in- 
terpretive approach is beginning to receive some atten- 
tion as an alternative way of seeking knowledge (Belk, 
Sherry, and Wallendorf 1988; Hirschman 1985, 1986; 
Holbrook 1986; Hudson and Murray 1986; Solomon 
1986; Wallendorf 1987). 

The purpose of this article is to explore the assump- 
tions and goals that underlie the two predominant ap- 
proaches to gaining knowledge in the social sciences. 
By comparing positivism to interpretivism, we seek to 
highlight the existence of a number of diverse ways of 
seeking knowledge. Both of these research approaches 
include theories and methods based on different goals 
and underlying assumptions (Anderson 1986; Geertz 
1973; Laudan 1984; Shulman 1986). These underlying 
philosophical assumptions include beliefs about the 
nature of reality, of social beings, and of what consti- 

tutes knowledge. By juxtaposing ways of seeking 
knowledge, we can learn and reflect on the strengths 
and weaknesses of both research approaches. This re- 
flection is critical if we are to improve the ways in which 
we study consumers (Morgan 1983a). 

This article (1) presents the major philosophical as- 
sumptions that underlie the general positivist and in- 
terpretive approaches, (2) demonstrates how these as- 
sumptions translate into different research processes, 
(3) explores the interdependency of assumptions, theo- 
retical structures, and methodology, (4) compares the 
evaluative criteria used in each approach, (5) discusses 
problems within each approach, (6) highlights the range 
of positions within the interpretive approach, and (7) 
draws out implications of diverse ways of seeking 
knowledge for consumer research. Just as Anderson 
(1986) concluded that a weak form of incommensur- 
ability exists among research programs within the pos- 
itivist approach, we conclude that the positivist and in- 
terpretive approaches (as used in this article and as 
practiced by many researchers) are incommensurable 
because they are based on different goals and philo- 
sophical assumptions (Kuhn 1962). Nevertheless, we 
hope this article makes it clear that incommensurability 
does not mean that the two approaches cannot peace- 
fully coexist or that other alternative middle-ground 
approaches cannot or should not be developed. 

Certain caveats apply to the study of these two ap- 
proaches. First, philosophical assumptions are state- 
ments accepted without direct empirical support and 
are based on different views of reality, social beings, 
and knowledge. (However, these assumptions are 
sometimes based on strong philosophical arguments.) 
Second, we use the term "methodology" to refer to how 
one answers research questions. Methodology includes 
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TABLE 

A SUMMARY OF THE POSITIVIST AND INTERPRETIVE 
APPROACHES 

Assumptions Positivist Interpretive 

Ontological 
Nature of reality Objective, tangible Socially constructed 

Single Multiple 
Fragmentable Holistic 
Divisible Contextual 

Nature of social Deterministic Voluntaristic 
beings Reactive Proactive 

Axiological 
Overriding goal "Explanation" via "Understanding" 

subsumption based on 
under general Verstehen 
laws, prediction 

Epistemological 
Knowledge Nomothetic Idiographic 

generated Time-free Time-bound 
Context- Context-dependent 

independent 

View of causality Real causes exist Multiple, 
simultaneous 
shaping 

Research Dualism, separation Interactive, 
relationship Privileged point of cooperative 

observation No privileged point 
of observation 

not only the data-gathering techniques, but also the re- 
search design, setting, subjects, analysis, reporting, and 
so on. Third, we chose the label of "interpretive" to 
describe the interpretive paradigm, although other labels 
abound, e.g., subjective (Rubinstein 1981), naturalistic 
(Lincoln and Guba 1985), qualitative (Van Maanen, 
Dabbs, and Faulkner 1982), and humanistic (ACR 
Special Session 1985). "Positivist" and "interpretive" 
are summary labels that refer to general research ap- 
proaches that differ in their philosophical assumptions 
and goals. A number of positions can be loosely grouped 
under positivism: logical positivism, the received view, 
logical empiricism, modern empiricism, neopositivism, 
foundationalism, and objectivism. Likewise, the in- 
terpretive approach loosely captures a number of po- 
sitions: subjectivism, phenomenology, symbolic inter- 
actionism, hermeneutics, and so on. Within positivism 
and interpretivism, a range of stances exists for each of 
the assumptions. In the first section of the article, the 
philosophical underpinnings of the two research ap- 
proaches are discussed (see the Table). We emphasize 
how these philosophical assumptions translate into dif- 
ferent ways of doing research within the two approaches. 
Then, the range of positions within the interpretive ap- 
proach is further discussed by comparing three specific 
interpretive approaches. 

POSITIVIST AND INTERPRETIVE 
APPROACHES 

Ontological Assumptions 

Nature of Reality. All research approaches in the 
social sciences make ontological assumptions about the 
nature of reality and social beings. The positivists tend 
to take a realist position and assume that a single, ob- 
jective reality exists independently of what individuals 
perceive. The social world, like the physical world, also 
exists independently of individuals' perceptions as a 
real, concrete, and unchanging structure. Reality exists 
as a structure composed of relationships among its parts. 
This reality is divisible and fragmentable; therefore, 
precise, accurate measurements and observations of this 
world are possible (Bagozzi 1980; Burrell and Morgan 
1979; Morgan and Smircich 1980). The greatest un- 
derstanding of this reality may come in a laboratory 
setting, where confounding variables can be controlled 
(Calder, Phillips, and Tybout 1981). Although individ- 
ual inquiries may only approximate this reality, even- 
tually all inquiries will converge on the same objective 
reality. Ford (1975) and others refer to this reality as 
"truth." 

The laboratory experiment exemplifies these beliefs 
about the nature of reality. Parts of reality are separated 
from their usual context and placed in controlled set- 
tings for observation. For example, a problem under 
investigation might be the influence of different types 
of information on consumers' brand evaluations and 
their subsequent purchasing behaviors. Different types 
of information might be presented to an individual in 
a laboratory, and the researcher might measure behav- 
ioral or attitudinal responses. One assumption inherent 
in the laboratory experiment is that these relationships 
can be taken out of their natural and complex context, 
and the behavior that is displayed in the laboratory may 
correspond to the subject's behavior in the natural con- 
text. Thus, it is assumed that the responses to the in- 
formation in the laboratory will reflect how subjects 
behave in a natural setting. This assumption enables 
the researcher to identify and unravel complex rela- 
tionships while controlling for unstudied variables. 

In contrast, the interpretivists deny that one real 
world exists; that is, reality is essentially mental and 
perceived. Individuals create devices, such as theories 
and categories, to help them make sense of their worlds 
(Burrell and Morgan 1979). Reality is also socially con- 
structed in that "all human knowledge is developed, 
transmitted, and maintained in social situations" (Ber- 
ger and Luckman 1967, p. 3). Thus, multiple realities 
exist because of different individual and group per- 
spectives. The interpretivists believe that no amount of 
inquiry will converge on one single reality because 
multiple realities exist and these realities are changing. 
This approach also views these individual realities ho- 
listically-as more than the sum of their parts. That is, 
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reality is made up of systems that are dependent on 
other systems for their meaning (Lincoln and Guba 
1985). It is crucial for the researcher to know the context 
of a behavior or event because social beings construct 
reality and give it meaning based on context. Therefore, 
consumers would view information differently if they 
are in a retail store or laboratory setting. Furthermore, 
these interdependent systems must be viewed holisti- 
cally. If the systems are separated and fragmented, their 
meanings change. For example, a researcher cannot 
grasp the meaning of an exchange ritual without also 
knowing about the norm of reciprocity. 

Taylor and Bogdan's (1984) approach to the partic- 
ipant-observer technique is consistent with the inter- 
pretivists' assumptions about reality. For example, they 
suggest that when using the participant-observer tech- 
nique the researcher should study people in their natural 
context and view people holistically; people should not 
be studied out of context or reduced to variables. Fur- 
thermore, people should be studied according to their 
own perspectives or frames of reference rather than from 
that of the researcher. Although it is impossible to see 
the world through the eyes of another, the researcher 
consciously tries to bracket personal beliefs and views. 
All perspectives are of interest in such an enterprise 
because the researcher is interested in describing mul- 
tiple realities and does not believe a single reality exists. 

Nature of Social Beings. These two approaches also 
make different assumptions about the nature of social 
beings. On one hand, the positivist approach holds 
a deterministic view: human behavior is determined. 
Some positivists modify this view and take a more sto- 
chastic approach. This model is exemplified, in the ex- 
treme, by certain forms of behaviorism that employ op- 
erant conditioning, where individuals behave reactively, 
in a response-reinforcement fashion, to the external 
world (Morgan and Smircich 1980; Rubinstein 198 1). 
For example, the idea that individuals behave reactively 
is demonstrated by the belief that rewarding a purchase 
behavior with trading stamps may lead to a change in 
the probability of a purchase behavior. While cognitiv- 
ists do not explain behavior generally in terms of ex- 
ternal factors, they do reify internal subjective states 
and explain behavior as being determined by these 
states. Anderson describes the cognitivists' concept of 
human nature as "a rational information processor who 
forms beliefs, attitudes, and intentions that are causally 
determinant of his behavior" (1986, p. 160). On the 
other hand, the interpretive approach views people as 
more voluntaristic: people actively create and interact 
in order to shape their environment. They are not 
merely acted upon by outside influences. For example, 
Blumer's symbolic interactionism assumes that people 
create meaning through their interaction in the world: 
"It means that the human individual confronts a world 
that he must interpret in order to act instead of an en- 
vironment to which he responds because of his organ- 

ization" (1969, p. 15). For instance, consumers might 
engage in activities such as collecting cents-off coupons 
and trading stamps because they want to communicate 
to others that they are good, cost-efficient shoppers. 

Axiological Assumptions 
Underlying each of these world views are different 

fundamental goals or axiologies. World views differ, 
however, not so much in the presence or absence of a 
specific goal, but in the relative weighting of a goal and 
in what counts as fulfilling the goal. 

The positivists' overriding goal is "explanation" via 
subsumption of the behavior under universal laws (An- 
derson 1986; Bredo and Feinberg 1982; Hunt 1983; 
Kerlinger 1973); the goal of explanation entails predic- 
tion. An explanation is achieved when one demonstrates 
the systematic association of variables underlying a 
phenomenon. Moreover, if one successfully demon- 
strates this systematic association, one "understands" 
the phenomenon (Kerlinger 1973). For instance, if a 
researcher wants to explain how consumers' involve- 
ment influences the processing of subsequent adver- 
tisements, the researcher must identify the antecedent 
variables (e.g., social or financial risk) and show how 
these variables are related to information processing. 
An explanation of a phenomenon-the demonstration 
of a systematic association of variables-should also 
enable the researcher to achieve some level of predic- 
tion. 

For the interpretivists, the primary goal of research 
is understanding behavior, not predicting it (Rubinstein 
1981). The interpretivists' view of understanding, how- 
ever, is radically different from the positivists' view. 
First, interpretive researchers view understanding as 
more of a process than an end product. At points in 
time, researchers may state interpretations-their pres- 
ent understanding. However, the process of under- 
standing is a never-ending process-a hermeneutic cir- 
cle (this is one usage of the term). In other words, what 
was interpreted enters into current interpretations, just 
as the current interpretations will influence future in- 
terpretations. Therefore, interpretations are always in- 
complete. One never achieves the understanding; one 
achieves an understanding (Denzin 1984). 

A prerequisite for doing research and seeking under- 
standing is Verstehen. Wax (1967) focuses on Verstehen 
as the goal that separates the social sciences from the 
physical sciences by allowing access to the essential hu- 
man aspects of individuals. We will use one of the more 
common definitions of Verstehen: grasping the shared 
meanings within a culture of language, contexts, roles, 
rituals, gestures, arts, and so on (Wax 1967). For ex- 
ample, Wallendorf (1987) discusses an informant who 
has rooms full of "junk" that he has collected. The Ver- 
stehen, or shared meaning, necessary to grasp the sig- 
nificance of this type of collecting is that people in 
American culture normally do not accumulate this 
many broken and discarded products. Knowing this 
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shared meaning was a prerequisite to further under- 
standing. Through active participation in the culture, 
the researcher strives for an insider's view, a knowledge 
of the shared meanings. Seeking Verstehen is an active 
process because language, customs, meanings, and cul- 
ture are continuously being created by the joint activ- 
ities of people. Meaning is dynamically created in the 
act of living (Wax 1967). 

Although Verstehen is a necessary prerequisite to un- 
derstanding, it is not sufficient for understanding. In 
addition to knowing the culturally shared meanings, it 
is necessary to obtain more comprehensive under- 
standing by identifying, for example, the motives, dy- 
namic uses of shared meanings, individual meanings, 
and interactions between shared meanings and individ- 
ual meanings. For instance, an interpretation of the 
collecting just discussed is that the man collected prod- 
ucts so he would have available parts; collecting this 
"junk" often saves him from having to go to the hard- 
ware store. Another interpretation is that other people 
started expecting him to have parts that they needed, 
so he collects because people depend on him. As the 
individual and shared meanings are identified, the un- 
derstanding becomes more comprehensive. 

It should be noted that most research is conducted 
in the researcher's culture where a high degree of Ver- 
stehen already exists. Few researchers consider the 
number of shared meanings required to create and im- 
plement a positivistic survey. The shared meanings are 
taken for granted and the research questions are often 
framed, for instance, from the perspective of the re- 
searcher's social class, subculture, culture, training, and 
so on. To gain Verstehen, however, the interpretive re- 
searcher tries to drop the assumption of shared mean- 
ings and tries to see the world from an insider's per- 
spective, as in Liebow's 1967 participant-observer study 
of lower-class black life. By actively seeking out the per- 
spective of the members of this subculture, Liebow ob- 
served that these individuals operate within a value sys- 
tem that has little in common with middle-class values. 

Epistemological Assumptions 

Knowledge Generated. The difference between what 
counts as knowledge within the two research approaches 
is striking. Based on their goals and their assumptions 
of reality, positivists take a generalizing approach to 
research; that is, they seek out general, abstract laws 
that ideally can be applied to an infinitely large number 
of phenomena, people, settings, and times. In other 
words, the positivists endeavor to identify time- and 
context-free generalizations, or nomothetic statements 
(Keat and Urry 1975). Conversely, interpretivists take 
a more historical, particularistic approach to research; 
that is, they study a specific phenomenon in a particular 
place and time. Rather than seeking to determine law- 
like regularities, the interpretivists seek to determine 

motives, meanings, reasons, and other subjective ex- 
periences that are time- and context-bound. Geertz 
(1973) labeled this context-dependent form of expla- 
nation a "thick description." This difference in focus- 
generalistic vs. particularistic-is the primary difference 
between the two research approaches. 

The difference in focus is fundamental: it changes 
what each approach views as important problems, facts, 
and evaluative criteria. For example, positivists, using 
a generalizing approach and investigating the influence 
of source credibility on consumers' attitudes, would at- 
tempt to derive an abstract, general formulation of this 
phenomenon. Positivists might seek out initial condi- 
tions, the process, causes, and effects. Because they are 
trying to derive a generalizable law, any number of dif- 
ferent observations of this phenomenon would be ap- 
propriate. Nevertheless, the particular details of a single 
instance of the phenomenon have no intrinsic signifi- 
cance. Investigation of the particulars plays only an in- 
strumental role in achieving the real purpose: general 
laws. 

For the interpretivists, it is the particulars of a phe- 
nomenon that are of primary importance. In fact, some 
interpretivists create only idiographic knowledge. If an 
interpretivist studied people's perceptions of Bloom- 
ingdale's retail atmosphere, the researcher would focus 
on as many details as possible. Bloomingdale's retail 
environment is not chosen for instrumental reasons; it 
is chosen because an understanding of people's percep- 
tions of this store is itself intrinsically appealing. A de- 
scription of this store and people's perceptions of it will 
only be successful to the extent that the researcher ac- 
counts for contextual details. By adding variance, or 
details, the process will become more complex, and the 
researcher will achieve a thicker description. But com- 
plex processes are not easily generalizable. Therefore, 
these two approaches are at cross purposes because they 
produce different knowledge outputs. The particular- 
istic approach creates thick descriptions from which it 
is difficult to create generalized knowledge statements 
(Berger, Zelditch, and Anderson 1982). Geertz uses the 
metaphor of a clinician making a diagnosis and says 
that "6conceptualization is directed toward the task of 
generating interpretations of matters already in hand, 
not toward projecting outcomes of experimental ma- 
nipulations or deducing future states of a determined 
system" (1973, p. 26). Although the interpretivist ap- 
proach to research does not readily facilitate the state- 
ment of generalizations outside the context of the study, 
the approach does facilitate generalization within the 
context or case. For example, a researcher studying 
Bloomingdale's retail atmosphere would be able to dis- 
cuss patterns and shared meanings within Blooming- 
dale's retail atmosphere, but these patterns and mean- 
ings would not necessarily transfer to the retail atmo- 
sphere of Saks. (It should be noted that some 
interpretivists do make generalizations between con- 
texts.) 
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View of Causality. The assumptions regarding cau- 
sality are closely connected with the assumptions re- 
garding generalization and are also reflective of the dif- 
fering goals of the two perspectives. The positivists, with 
their goal of explanation and prediction, place a high 
priority on identifying causal linkages. They believe that 
human action can be explained as the result of a real 
cause that temporally precedes the behavior (Hunt 
1983). The deterministic assumption regarding the na- 
ture of man further supports their effort to identify the 
causes of individuals' behaviors. 

The interpretivists view the world as being so complex 
and changing that it is impossible to distinguish a cause 
from an effect. Viewing the world holistically, the in- 
terpretivists' stance is that mutual, simultaneous shap- 
ing occurs between entities (Lincoln and Guba 1985; 
Rubinstein 1981). The voluntarist assumption regard- 
ing the nature of social beings also supports this position 
against causality. The interpretivists do not believe that 
reality is composed of parts or facts. If one attempts to 
fragment reality, then reality is changed (Rist 1977). 

For instance, in studying family decision-making in 
dining-out decisions, the interpretivists would focus on 
the dynamic shaping that occurs. They would take into 
account not only the children's influence on the parents' 
choices, but the parents' influence on children's pref- 
erences. They would also recognize many other shaping 
factors, including contextual aspects. However, these 
factors cannot be separated into a temporally ordered 
causal sequence. 

Data-collection techniques that tend to be used by 
the two approaches reflect these differing views of cau- 
sality. The positivists often use experimentation in 
which there is an attempt to control the variables, the 
context, and the temporal order of events so that causal 
relationships can be inferred. The interpretivists often 
use the descriptive analysis of participant observations 
and historical documents in their attempt to view the 
entities holistically, in the context of political, social, 
economic, cultural, and other systems. 

Research Relationship. The positivists' position re- 
garding the relationship of the researcher to the subject 
is to assume a pronounced separation in which the re- 
searcher does not influence and is independent from 
the subject. Positivist researchers rely on their expertise 
to develop the research questions, designs, settings, and 
so forth. A detached stance is necessary to maintain 
objectivity, a prerequisite for legitimate knowledge 
(Bredo and Feinberg 1982). Because the positivists be- 
lieve that it is possible for researchers to stand outside 
their object of inquiry and minimize or control for their 
own influence on it, they assume that a privileged van- 
tage point exists from which researchers can view their 
subjects. 

In contrast, the interpretivists hold that the researcher 
and the people under investigation interact with each 
other, creating a cooperative inquiry (Reason and Ro- 

wan 198 1; Wallendorf 1987). If the social reality is based 
on individuals' or groups' perceptions, then, in order 
to be able to understand those perceptions, these in- 
dividuals must be involved in creating the research pro- 
cess. Thus, the individual who is studied becomes a 
participant in the experiment, guiding the research as 
well as supplying information. The interpretivists be- 
lieve that in the social sciences the scientist is a member 
of the social reality; no privileged, Archimedian vantage 
point exists (Giddens 1976; Lincoln and Guba 1985). 
This view results in emerging research designs that re- 
quire ongoing adaptability on the part of the researcher. 
From the interpretivists' point of view, the emerging 
designs are better able to take into account the subject's 
knowledge. 

Labels used by each approach to describe people un- 
der investigation exemplify differing assumptions about 
the research relationship. In the laboratory experiment, 
a person under investigation is called the subject, and 
an effort is made to maintain a separation between the 
researcher and the subject so that the manipulation of 
the independent variables, not the researcher, influences 
the subject's behavior. In the closed-ended survey, the 
individual is called the respondent, a term presupposing 
that the researcher knows the best questions to ask in 
order to discover a phenomenon. In more interpretive 
data-gathering techniques, such as participant-obser- 
vation, the person is usually called the informant. These 
techniques tend to be unstructured, taking their leads 
from the informant, who informs and guides the re- 
search. 

GENERAL RESEARCH PROCESS 

These two research approaches, then, differ in their 
assumptions about the world and their goals. In this 
section, we discuss some of the general differences in 
research process arising from each approach and give 
specific examples. Although general differences exist, it 
should be noted that neither approach translates into a 
single, unique research process. For example, the two 
approaches often use the same data-gathering tech- 
nique, yet the technique changes as it is adapted from 
one approach to the other. Furthermore, the nature of 
the phenomenon studied changes as it is embedded in 
a different research process; this is highlighted in the 
section on data-gathering techniques. 

Positivist Research Approach 
The positivists' approach to research includes the ad- 

herence to scientific protocol. The protocol for the 
proper research process is well established; we refer to 
this step-by-step organization as the principles of re- 
search design (Campbell and Stanley 1963). The re- 
search design is the fixed structure of the research, and 
adherence to this structure allows for "accurate an- 
swers" to research questions. This is not to ignore the 
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use of pretests and pilot tests that allow the structure 
of the study to evolve, but at some point the questions 
to be addressed, the design, and the hypotheses become 
fixed, at least until the next study. Although different 
research designs exist, "the ideal of science is the con- 
trolled experiment" (Kerlinger 1973, p. 315). The ex- 
periment, as used in a positivist research process, allows 
the researcher to select and assign subjects randomly 
to experimental groups, control extraneous variables, 
manipulate the relevant independent variables, and 
observe the dependent variables. Positivists argue that 
the controlled experiment allows the researcher the 
most confidence in discovering causal relationships 
among variables (Kerlinger 1973). This control provides 
the ability to isolate and examine only those behaviors 
that are specified by the hypotheses. 

This use of protocol is exemplified in research by 
Bierley, McSweeney, and Vannieuwkerk (1985). They 
conducted an experiment to test whether preferences 
for stimuli, colored geometric figures, could be classi- 
cally conditioned using music-knowledge that might 
be useful in advertising. Subjects were randomly as- 
signed to experimental or control groups, separated by 
partitions, and given prerecorded instructions through 
headphones. The presentation of conditioned and un- 
conditioned stimuli was carefully controlled and extra- 
neous sources of variance were minimized: each session 
had 84 trials, conditioned stimuli were presented for 
five seconds and unconditioned stimuli for 10 seconds, 
music was played through headphones at 60 db., and 
experimenter-subject contact was minimized. Prefer- 
ence, the dependent variable, was then measured. 

This stance regarding protocol reflects the connection 
between positivist assumptions and values and their 
concomitant research process. Through adherence to 
protocol, the positivists strive toward certitude that the 
researcher's descriptions correspond to true reality. The 
use of protocol is based on the researcher's assumptions 
about reality as well as on assumptions about social 
beings, the need for the separation of the researcher 
from the subject, the possibility of causal relations, and 
the desire to reveal the true reality and predict the out- 
come of events in reality. 

Interpretivist Research Approach 

The interpretivists' approach to research, on the other 
hand, is typified by a continually evolving research de- 
sign. The interpretivists seek to describe many perceived 
realities that cannot be known a priori because they are 
time- and context-specific. Thus, research is actually an 
emergent process. As perceived realities change, the re- 
search design adapts. In contrast to the experimentalists, 
to whom the control of all experimental conditions is 
paramount, the interpretivists conduct research in a 
natural, changing environment. The interpretivists 
consider that each researcher comes into the research 

environment with some knowledge or preunderstand- 
ing. However, this a priori knowledge is deemed inad- 
equate for choosing a research design because of the 
complex and changing patterns of perceived realities. 
Although the interpretivists enter a research setting with 
some preunderstanding and a general plan, attempts 
are made to be open to new information. The study is 
allowed to unfold with the assistance of informants. 
Ideas, meanings, questions, and data-collection tech- 
niques are cooperatively developed. 

Eugenia Shanklin (1979) discusses the evolving re- 
search design she used in a village in Ireland. The data- 
collection technique of visual documentation through 
photography was used. She found that perceptions of 
the role of the researcher changed throughout the re- 
search process: she felt that she passed through phases 
of being perceived as a tourist, a guest, a participant, 
and a neighbor. In each phase, her informant and pho- 
tographical approach varied. For example, in the tourist 
phase, she faced the problem that the individuals who 
first acknowledged her presence (the town drunk and 
the village "nuisance") were at the margins of society. 
Shanklin explained that individuals at the margins of 
society often approach outsiders in an effort to gain the 
approval being withheld by their neighbors. To establish 
her role and status in the community, a distancing from 
these individuals was necessary. To get beyond the lim- 
ited welcome she received for the photography, she ex- 
amined the ways photographs were used and displayed 
in Irish homes. She noted that cameras recorded special 
occasions, but not commonplace ones. Also, few pic- 
tures were taken of children. She responded to this dis- 
covery by photographing children and giving the snap- 
shots to parents. As informants became more comfort- 
able with the researcher's photography, she continued 
to take the research photographs back to the informants 
and discuss them, often eliciting information or direc- 
tions Shanklin would "never have known enough to 
ask about" (1979, p. 144). 

The use of an evolving design is consistent with the 
interpretivists' belief that, due to the human's ability 
to adapt, the best approach to understanding is through 
the use of the human instrument. It is also consistent 
with their belief that one cannot have a priori knowledge 
of the many socially-constructed realities. 

We have highlighted some general differences in re- 
search design and linked these differences to the posi- 
tivists' and interpretivists' values and assumptions. 
Many other differences in the research process exist (see 
Hirschman 1986 for an example of one interpretive re- 
search process). Nevertheless, as demonstrated in the 
next section, a difference does not necessarily exist be- 
tween the data-gathering techniques used by each ap- 
proach. 

Data-Gathering Techniques 
Although it is tempting to assign quantitative data- 

gathering techniques to the positivist world view and 
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qualitative techniques to the interpretivist world view, 
it is apparent that many techniques can be and are used 
by both approaches. But in embedding the same tech- 
nique within different research processes, researchers 
change the technique and the data produced by the 
technique. The participant-observer technique is one 
that changes between the two approaches (Reason and 
Rowan 1981). 

Whiting et al. (1966) provide an example of the par- 
ticipant-observer data-gathering technique in positivist 
research. In examining parental responses to emo- 
tions-in particular, to anger-Whiting et al. spent ap- 
proximately one year in field work developing an eth- 
nography of socialization and enculturation. The re- 
search design was set up to "test the degree to which 
field work can be preplanned according to fairly explicit 
theory" (1966, p. 3). Thus, the procedures were struc- 
tured a priori, dependent and independent variables 
were identified, hypotheses suggested by psychoanalytic 
and learning theory were tested, statistical analyses were 
performed, and concern for reliability was expressed 
and identified as a priority. 

Compare this use of technique to an interpretive 
study of emotion using the same technique. In Denzin's 
(1984) Emotions Project, an ongoing study of emotion 
in everyday life, he argues that one should use the lan- 
guage and meanings of the people. No hypotheses were 
proposed because it was felt that an a priori conceptual 
framework could not capture the flow of human ex- 
perience. The goal of Denzin's inquiry was not to test 
theories but to describe and interpret emotions. Fur- 
thermore, each situation was seen as unique. "Nor will 
these streams of experience submit to experimental, 
statistical, comparative, or causal control and manip- 
ulation" (Denzin 1983, p. 132). 

These studies exemplify what Geertz notes with re- 
gard to ethnography (1973, p. 6): 

From one point of view, that of the textbook, doing eth- 
nography is establishing rapport, selecting information, 
transcribing texts, taking genealogies, mapping fields, 
keeping a diary, and so on. But it is not these things, 
techniques, and received procedures that define the en- 
terprise. What defines it is the kind of intellectual effort 
it is. 

Even if a researcher is creating an ethnography, we do 
not know the researcher's orientation. In other words, 
we cannot merely look at the data-gathering techniques 
to know what methodological orientation is held; we 
must examine the assumptions, the aims, and the re- 
search process. 

Furthermore, even though different research ap- 
proaches may study the same phenomenon, the phe- 
nomenon of inquiry is changed as it is approached from 
the different perspectives. For example, Whiting et al. 
approached anger from a learning theory perspective 
and operationalized anger as "gritting teeth, growing 
red in the face, clinching fists, taking an aggressive 

stance, losing oneself in temper tantrum and crying out 
with rage" (1966, p. 18). Here, consistent with learning 
theory, the external manifestations of anger are stressed. 
Compare this view of anger to a description of anger 
from Denzin's Emotion Project (1984, p. 100): 

When I get mad and angry, especially at my wife, I feel 
humiliated. I remember my father, when my mother used 
to get mad at him. She would yell and scream at him 
when he would come home drunk. He would sit at the 
kitchen table and hang his head and cry, and then go off 
to bed . . . I hate myself when I get mad. Afterwards I 
am always embarrassed. Then I get resentful toward my 
wife, especially. If I keep this inside of me, we have a 
fight all over again. 

Denzin's theory of emotions stresses that emotions are 
self-feelings that must be studied as lived phenomena 
from the point of view of the emotional person. The 
same philosophical assumptions that underlie Denzin's 
methodology underlie his theory. The methodology is 
consistent with the theory, and the theory supports the 
methodology. The same parallel holds for the relation- 
ship between Whiting et al.'s assumptions, theory, and 
methodology: consistent with learning theory, they de- 
fine anger by a set of external behaviors that can be 
assessed by the methodology that they are using. Within 
each researcher's approach, these three components 
combine to form an interdependent system that is both 
self-justifying and self-perpetuating (Anderson 1986). 
Thus, the phenomenon of anger changes when studied 
within the two approaches. 

CRITERIA 

The extent to which the two world views are encap- 
sulated is highlighted by a comparison of their evalu- 
ative criteria. The positivists have a more definitive list 
of criteria, which is consistent with their desire for a 
standardized research process. Although the interpre- 
tivists have several general criteria, many specific cri- 
teria arise because of the differences among individual 
studies and theorists. In this section, we will discuss (1) 
Whiting et al.'s research and how it exemplifies posi- 
tivistic criteria for evaluation, (2) the criteria that are 
consistently applied to interpretive research, (3) Den- 
zin's specific criteria for judging interpretive research, 
and (4) the comparison of positivistic and interpretiv- 
istic criteria. 

As noted previously, the positivists have a standard- 
ized and definitive protocol that allows for a more con- 
sistent application of fixed evaluative criteria. Whiting 
et al.'s (1966) work reflects these more definitive criteria. 
Whiting et al. discuss and evaluate their research on 
such criteria as the following: 

1. The establishment of a theoretical basis: discussion 
of previous research, definition of independent and 
dependent variables a priori, and specification of hy- 
potheses a priori. 
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2. The adherence to the proper protocol: rules for sample 
selection to avoid biases, standard questionnaire for- 
mat across research settings, and antecedent and de- 
pendent variables. 

3. Demonstration of reliability and generalizability: ad- 
herence to a priori definitions and procedures, and 
sampling within and across cultures. 

4. The establishment of the statistical significance of the 
data. 

To interpretivists, these criteria may seem rigid, but 
they are consistent with the positivists' goal of identi- 
fying general laws. 

Perhaps the most consistently applied criterion for 
interpretive research is that the phenomenon be ex- 
amined in the natural setting (Blumer 1969; Knorr-Ce- 
tina 1983; Patton 1980). Because meaning is derived 
from the context, studies must use natural settings. Also, 
the researchers must get to the point where they feel at 
home within the setting, or, as Sanday (1979) states, 
where they can communicate the patterns and expec- 
tations for conduct within the context. This comfort 
level allows researchers to see things similarly to the 
way the people being studied see them and to know the 
questions, problems, and data that are meaningful 
(Blumer 1969). Another criterion, which refers to 
Geertz's (1973) "thick description," is that the descrip- 
tion of the phenomenon be detailed and inclusive of 
contextual and historical aspects. A related criterion is 
that the language and terminology of people being in- 
vestigated be used (Fielding and Fielding 1986; Knorr- 
Cetina 1983). Interpretive research holds that language 
taxonomies and classification systems, subcultural ver- 
naculars, and professional argots all reflect linguistic- 
cultural differences that the subtle processes of trans- 
lation may miss: interactions should be recorded ver- 
batim when possible. But while a researcher attempts 
to capture interactions verbatim-the emic perspective, 
the researcher does not retain this vocabulary when 
writing the results-the etic perspective. 

Denzin's research incorporates these predominant 
interpretive criteria and specifies in the following sum- 
mary additional evaluative criteria that are not as con- 
sistently applied (1984, p. 9): 

1. Does the interpretation illuminate, disclose, and re- 
veal the lived experience? 

2. Does the interpretation rest on thickly contextualized, 
thickly described materials and on concepts near to 
experience? 

3. Is the interpretation historically embedded and tem- 
porally grounded? 

4. Does the interpretation reflect the phenomenon as a 
process that is relational and interactive? 

5. Does the interpretation engulf what is known about 
the phenomenon? 

6. Does the interpretation incorporate prior under- 
standings and interpretations (the investigator's and 

others', including emergent ones) as part of the final 
interpreted, understood structural totality? 

7. Does the interpretation cohere? 

8. Does the interpretation produce understanding; that 
is, do the elements that are interpreted coalesce into 
a meaningful whole? 

9. Is the interpretation unfinished? All interpretation is 
necessarily provisional and incomplete, to begin anew 
when the investigator returns to the phenomenon. 

To positivists, these criteria may seem vague, but they 
are consistent with the flexible, adaptive nature of the 
interpretivists' research process. 

If we used the criteria put forth by one of these re- 
searchers to assess the results obtained by the other, 
both approaches would be found lacking. For instance, 
Bonoma (1985) and Deshpande (1983) view qualitative 
data techniques as exploratory, not confirmatory, be- 
cause they use positivist criteria to evaluate these tech- 
niques. In fact, many of the criticisms of both ap- 
proaches arise from judging one approach by the criteria 
of another approach. For example, if we apply Denzin's 
and the interpretivists' criteria of (1) the researcher 
being a competent practitioner in the group, and (2) a 
thick description to Whiting et al.'s results, the results 
would fall short of the criteria. Whiting et al. would be 
criticized for believing that they maintained objectivity, 
fragmenting realities, and forcing their own conceptual 
framework on the people studied. Likewise, Denzin 
would not meet the positivists' criteria of a designated 
research protocol, a priori hypotheses that identify in- 
dependent and dependent variables, standardized in- 
struction and communication on the part of the re- 
searcher, and statistical significance. Denzin would be 
criticized for his sloppy research process, post hoc theo- 
rizing, unreplicable studies, and the exploratory status 
of his findings. 

GENERAL CRITICISMS 

Although problems arise from judging one approach 
by another's evaluative criteria, some general criticisms 
from the philosophy and history of science exist for 
both approaches. Because the problems of positivism 
are discussed at length in the literature (Anderson 1983; 
Peter and Olson 1983; Rubinstein 198 1; Suppe 1 977), 
we will just list some of the major attacks. (These attacks 
also hold for Hunt's (1984) more moderate position of 
modern empiricism.) Positivists face the problem of in- 
duction: a universal statement cannot be verified by a 
finite number of observations, thus, universal laws are 
unachievable (probabilistic statements also face the 
problem of induction). Positivists assume a secure ob- 
servational base from which objective observations can 
be made, but observations are value-laden, theory- 
laden, and interpreted (Anderson 1983; Peter and Olson 
1983). Positivists reify subjective states and treat them 
like objects. Positivists try to conceive of the objective 
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features of society apart from their social context and 
the perceptions of people (Rubinstein 1981). Positivists 
focus on truth content when no defensible method for 
establishing that truth exists (Peter 1983; Suppe 1977). 

Because the interpretive view is not as familiar to 
consumer researchers, we will spend more time ex- 
amining some of the prominent criticisms of this world 
view. One criticism of some interpretivist researchers 
is that they rely on empathetic identification as a basis 
for understanding (Hirschman 1986; Rubinstein 1981). 
Wilhelm Dilthey (Hodges 1969, p. 15) defines empa- 
thetic understanding as an observer's reliving of anoth- 
er's mental experiences. Many symbolic interactionists 
(Denzin 1970, p. 80) suggest that the researcher engage 
in role taking, whereby the researcher imagines how the 
receiver of a communication understands that com- 
munication. The criticism holds that, to begin with, 
empathetic identification is nonsensical because one 
cannot experience the thoughts of another-one can 
only experience one's own thoughts. Second, empa- 
thetic identification cannot be validated. Third, having 
a mental experience does not mean that one under- 
stands it; for example, in the area of mental health, it 
is the psychiatrist who understands manic depression, 
not the patient experiencing it (Rubinstein 1981). 

Another criticism derives from the interpretivists' 
tendency to focus on individuals' intentional actions 
and individuals' consciousness, making it difficult to 
gain an understanding of macroscopic features of so- 
ciety. For example, one cannot understand the concept 
of family by just focusing on the knowledge of the in- 
dividual members; part of the meaning of family is its 
role in the larger social system (Rubinstein 1981). The 
criticism holds that a theoretical grasp of the larger so- 
cial context and social structures is crucial for under- 
standing individual behaviors (Smart 1976). 

A third area of criticism is reactivity (Thorns 1976): 
methods such as participant-observation are intrusive 
and may disrupt the normal activities of the people 
being studied. A related criticism concerns the biases 
of both the researcher and the informant: it is ques- 
tionable whether researchers can really bracket their 
biases and social/cultural backgrounds. Furthermore, 
bias may arise because of the informant's expectations 
of the researcher, or, as has occurred in a number of 
studies, the informant may intentionally mislead the 
researcher. A final criticism concerns the establishment 
of the boundaries of the culture or group being studied: 
unless one studies an isolated group, the boundaries 
may be amorphous and changing, and clear divisions 
may not exist. 

THREE VARIATIONS OF 
INTERPRETIVISM 

The world views presented for positivism and inter- 
pretivism are generalizations (Bogdan and Taylor 1975; 
Bredo and Feinberg 1982; Bruyn 1966; Burrell and 

Morgan 1979; Keat and Urry 1975; Lincoln and Guba 
1985; Morgan and Smircich 1980; Rubinstein 1981). 
However, as Anderson ( 1986) points out, encapsulated 
research programs exist even within a world view. An- 
derson explicates various positivist programs; each has 
the cognitive goal of "explanation" but varies in the 
degree of adherence to various assumptions. Also, 
within the interpretive world view, research programs' 
common cognitive aim may be "understanding," but 
their other commitments may be different. Thus, within 
each world view there is variation in the degree to which 
different assumptions are emphasized. Furthermore, the 
meaning of understanding and what counts as fulfilling 
the goal may also vary. In order to illustrate some of 
the range within the interpretive world view, the re- 
search programs of Clifford Geertz, Yvonne Lincoln 
and Egon Guba, and Herbert Blumer are examined. 
Each of these programs is examined to highlight their 
different interpretations of the cognitive aim of under- 
standing, the assumptions they emphasize or on which 
they vary, and the issues and problems that may arise 
from these different emphases. 

Geertz 

Clifford Geertz is a leading exponent of what he calls 
the interpretive approach to anthropological under- 
standing (Geertz 1973, 1983). Geertz claims that un- 
derstanding involves interpreting others' modes of 
expression or symbol systems. Understanding "is more 
like grasping a proverb, catching an allusion, seeing a 
joke-or, as I have suggested, reading a poem-than it 
is like achieving communion" (1983, p. 70). Geertz 
identifies concrete cases and illustrative concepts that 
can be felt personally by those reading the research and 
that are also important to the people or group studied. 
He describes how he personally comes to understand 
the meaning of a concept. These meanings are often 
expressed through the use of metaphors, analogies, par- 
ables, and so on. For example, in the following illus- 
tration Geertz beautifully sensitizes the reader to the 
Javanese term "alus," which refers to an individual 
being refined, smooth, and civilized in both inward 
feelings and outward actions (1979, p. 231): 

Only when you have seen, as I have, a young man whose 
wife-a woman he had in fact raised from childhood 
and who had been the center of his life-has suddenly 
and inexplicably died, greeting everyone with a set smile 
and formal apologies for his wife's absence and trying, 
by mystical techniques, to flatten out, as he himself put 
it, the hills and valleys of his emotion into an even, level 
plain ("That is what you have to do," he said to me, "be 
smooth inside and out.") can you come . . . (to) appre- 
ciate, however inaccessible it is to you, its own sort of 
force. 

One appreciates the Javenese concept of "alus" by re- 
lating the sensitizing example to our own experiences 
and definitions of self. 
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As opposed to some interpretivists who base their 
understanding on empathetic identification, Geertz's 
interpretation of understanding highlights that the re- 
searcher cannot live the subject's perceptions, feelings, 
or meanings, but that the researcher can interpret them. 
Thus, the understanding is an interpretation of "thick 
description" (Geertz 1973). In fact, Crapanzano (1986) 
criticizes Geertz for conveying his interpretation in such 
vivid terms and images that he attributes experiences, 
meanings, and dispositions to people without adequate 
evidence or perhaps by projecting too much of his own 
culture on the interpretation. Crapanzano claims that 
there is little understanding from the native's point of 
view, but rather a "constructed understanding of the 
constructed native's constructed point of view" (1986, 
p. 74). 

Geertz focuses on culture or collective meaning, as 
opposed to particular individual's meanings, and 
stresses the importance of the epistemological assump- 
tion regarding the particularist, nongeneralizing ap- 
proach to research of a culture. Utilizing his "thick de- 
scription" of a culture, he emphasizes a context-depen- 
dent form of explanation. However, Geertz does 
compare the concept of self in society across cultures. 
And he does say that the interpretations should fit not 
only past realities, but also survive future ones. Thus, 
the task is "not to codify abstract regularities but to 
make thick description possible, not to generalize across 
cases but to generalize within them" (Geertz 1973, p. 
26). So in the previous example, Geertz would suggest 
patterns within Javanese life, but these patterns would 
not be expected to apply to another culture. Geertz's 
particularistic unit of analysis is a culture. 

This assumption gives rise to one of the most prom- 
inent issues regarding Geertz's philosophy: the bound- 
aries of the context. Especially in studying less isolated 
cultures, it is difficult to define both the breadth and 
the depth of the culture or context. For example, Geertz, 
while focusing on the individuals and their interaction 
with culture, does not include the examination of social/ 
political structures in his view of context. In fact, a short 
time after Geertz left Bali, a revolt in Djakarta left be- 
tween 40,000 and 80,000 Balinese dead (Geertz 1973), 
yet we have no hint of this tension between the social 
structure and the culture in his writing. 

Lincoln and Guba 

Lincoln and Guba's ( 1985) approach to research from 
the field of education provides the basis for Hirschman's 
(1986) recent work on humanistic inquiry. Lincoln and 
Guba do not spend a lot of time in their recent book 
discussing the aims of their methodology; instead, they 
emphasize their ontological and epistemological as- 
sumptions and provide a step-like approach for doing 
research. What can be gleaned from their book is that 
contrary to what they see as the aim of scientific re- 
search-prediction-they seek understanding. Under- 

standing in this context involves (1) gaining "an ap- 
preciation of the myriad mutual shapings that are syn- 
chronously ongoing and abstracting from that 
complexity a subsystem that serves the investigator's 
needs" (1985, p. 152), and (2) developing "an idio- 
graphic body of knowledge in the form of 'working hy- 
potheses' that describe the individual case" (1985, 
p. 38). 

An issue that arises from this definition is the dis- 
tinction between understanding and prediction. Lincoln 
and Guba talk about the scientific goals of prediction 
and control as opposed to the naturalistic goals of un- 
derstanding and management. Understanding and 
management imply that although you cannot predict 
case by case, you can look for patterns and develop 
working hypotheses that can be examined in pertinent 
situations to see whether they can be upheld. Manage- 
ment implies that although there cannot be control in 
the causal sense, there can be attempts to shape based 
on the tentative patterns a researcher develops. 

Given a range of different emphases, Lincoln and 
Guba fall closer to many positivist programs in their 
axiological assumption than do interpretivists such as 
Geertz. However, their explication of ontological and 
epistemological assumptions are consistent with the 
general interpretivist world view presented in this ar- 
ticle. In fact, Lincoln and Guba are attacked for the 
inconsistency between their assumptions and evaluative 
criteria. Lincoln and Guba's (1985) criteria of credi- 
bility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability 
closely parallel the positivist criteria of internal validity, 
external validity, reliability, and objectivity (Smith and 
Heshusius 1986). 

Although Lincoln and Guba (1985) claim to use these 
interpretive assumptions, they ignore them in their dis- 
cussion of criteria. The authors define confirmability 
as nonbiased, factual, confirmable findings. However, 
Lincoln and Guba assume that reality is determined by 
individuals' and groups' perceptions. If this assumption 
is held, then there is not one reality that can be captured 
in an unbiased/neutral way. Furthermore, the re- 
searcher's expectations may influence the construction 
and interpretation of these realities. Even if one eval- 
uated the "raw," uninterpreted data to see if "objective" 
interpretations were made, the researcher still selects 
the data that are recorded and the vantage point that is 
taken. Thus, to interpretivists, there can be no such 
thing as objective data or confirmable results. Similar 
arguments can be made for the other criteria. 

Blumer 

Herbert Blumer, a sociologist who worked closely 
with George Herbert Mead, is a leading proponent of 
one of the symbolic interactionist schools of thought 
(Solomon 1983). The two major schools of symbolic 
interactionism orient themselves to the two different 
world views discussed in this article: Blumer's Chicago 
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school subscribes to a more interpretive world view, 
and M. H. Kuhn's Iowa school follows a more positivist 
philosophy (Meltzer, Petras, and Reynolds 1975). 

For Blumer, understanding is "feeling one's way in- 
side the experience of the actor." This is necessary be- 
cause an individual's behavior is based on his/her own 
particular meanings. Thus, Blumer subscribes to em- 
pathetic identification. While Geertz stresses culture, 
Blumer emphasizes the individual as an actor. He views 
the individual's actions toward others as being based 
on the meanings of the others for the individual (Meltzer 
et al. 1975). These meanings are developed through in- 
dividuals' interpretations of social interaction with each 
other. Thus, reality is composed of individuals' percep- 
tions of it. Yet, in his view of reality, Blumer believes 
that "the empirical world can 'talk back' to our pictures 
of it or assertions about it-talk back in the sense of 
challenging and resisting, or not bending to, our images 
or conceptions of it" (1969, p. 22). Therefore, as op- 
posed to the general interpretivist position, his stance 
on reality contains an objective and a subjective aspect. 
Blumer outlines the following tenets of his stance (1980, 
p. 410): 

1. There is a world of reality 'out there' that stands over 
against human beings and that is capable of resisting 
actions toward it; 

2. This world of reality becomes known to human beings 
only in the form in which it is perceived by human 
beings; 

3. Thus, this reality changes as human beings develop 
new perceptions of it; and 

4. The resistance of the world to perceptions of it is the 
test of the validity of these perceptions. 

This combination of objectivity and subjectivity is car- 
ried over into his stance on generalization, and is per- 
haps most difficult to reconcile there. On one hand, 
Blumer is very particularistic in his emphasis on the 
individual and the individual's meanings; on the other 
hand, he states that researchers should try to formulate 
problems in a theoretical form and "unearth generic 
relations" (1969, p. 43). 

These three interpretive programs illustrate a range 
of emphases and adherences to the different philosoph- 
ical assumptions, demonstrating a "weak form of in- 
commensurability" within the world view as well as 
between world views (just as Anderson (1986) points 
out exists within the positivist world). Geertz empha- 
sizes understanding culture-the symbolic construction 
the group places on the world, while Blumer and Lin- 
coln and Guba place more emphasis on the individual. 
For Geertz, the unit of analysis is culture and his focus 
of understanding is on the collective consciousness; for 
Blumer, the unit of analysis is the individual (actor) 
and his focus of understanding is on that individual's 
meanings and perceptions; and for Lincoln and Guba, 
the unit of analysis is individuals and the focus of un- 

derstanding is on their meanings. The other ontological 
and epistemological assumptions discussed were high- 
lighted to demonstrate the variation in assumptions 
within a world view. Thus, every researcher develops 
his/her own unique set of assumptions that fall within 
the parameters of a general world view. 

IMPLICATIONS 

We examined the philosophical assumptions that 
underlie the positivists' and the interpretivists' research 
approaches. Each approach's assumptions justify and 
are consistent with their research methodology. In our 
discussion of Whiting et al.'s positivist and Denzin's 
interpretivist approach to anger, we demonstrated that 
the same assumptions also underlie their concepts and 
theories. 

Assumptions and goals underlie all theories and 
methods. These components combine to form an in- 
terdependent, self-justifying system that is inextricably 
linked to the knowledge that this system produces. In 
other words, we cannot sever our knowledge products 
from the approaches that produced them. In our choice 
of methodologies for studying any phenomenon, we 
must consider the assumptions to which we adhere be- 
cause the phenomenon is different when studied within 
different approaches (Anderson 1986); the end results 
and their applicability are different as well. For example, 
Whiting et al.'s results are aimed at generating laws and 
making predictions, but Denzin strives for comprehen- 
sive understanding. 

What we recommend is that researchers recognize 
that philosophical assumptions underlie their theories 
and that they should identify their own philosophical 
assumptions (Gouldner 1970; Murray 1986). We sug- 
gest that researchers generally pursue methodologies 
that are consistent with the assumptions to which they 
adhere. For example, if a researcher holds a theory that 
is based on one set of assumptions, s/he should use a 
methodology that is based on the same set of assump- 
tions. A researcher's assumptions, of course, will con- 
strain the range of goals that can be attained; for in- 
stance, the assumption of mutual, simultaneously 
shaped systems and the context dependency of phe- 
nomena prohibits prediction as a goal. 

Nevertheless, the violation of assumptions may at 
times lead to valuable insights. For example, a violation 
of assumptions may lead to a better understanding of 
one's own assumptions. But dangers exist. If one ignores 
guiding assumptions, problems may arise in the process 
of research and in the achievement of goals. We are a 
discipline that borrows. A major hazard of borrowing 
can be the lack of awareness of the assumptions to which 
these borrowed theories and methodologies adhere 
(Anderson and Thatcher 1986). For example, in the 
1940s and 1950s, Freudian psychoanalytic theory was 
borrowed to explain consumers' motives for buying. 
However, this motivation research did not progress far. 
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Murray suggests that this was due in part to the era of 
logical empiricism and to attempts to force an interpre- 
tive theory into positivist methodologies. In other 
words, the theory was based on interpretive assumptions 
and the methodology was based on positivist assump- 
tions. Imagine the difficulty of operationalizing the 
concept of the unconscious or the superego (Murray 
1986). 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Although we only highlighted some of the positivist 

and interpretive approaches to research, it is clear that 
a range of positions exists within both approaches. As 
a discipline, what should consumer research do with 
this diversity? The following alternatives adapted from 
the work of Anderson (1986), Churchman (1971), Fey- 
erabend (1975), Mason and Mitroff(198 1), and Morgan 
(1983b) illustrate some of the ways of dealing with this 
diversity that can be and/or are used within consumer 
research. Some of these alternatives overlap but differ 
in their focus and goals. 

Supremacy Alternative 
The first alternative involves advocates of each re- 

search approach continuing to debate and persuade 
others that their approach is better. The supremacy re- 
sponse to the existence of different world views is to 
call for an evaluation to determine which of the op- 
posing approaches-for example, positivist vs. in- 
terpretive-is best. The supremacy alternative requires 
supraordinate goals; however, agreement over supraor- 
dinate goals probably will not exist because goals ac- 
ceptable to each world view will depend on each view's 
assumptions. Examples of supraordinate goals that have 
been advanced include problem-solving ability or the 
emancipation of humans (from the critical theory 
school). However, even if supraordinate goals are agreed 
upon, the interpretation of these goals may differ (An- 
derson 1986). For example, if all researchers accepted 
the goal of problem-solving ability, problems would still 
exist because each world view would acknowledge dif- 
ferent problem sets. Nevertheless, supremacy is a com- 
monly employed alternative. 

Synthesis Alternative 
The second alternative is to combine elements of dif- 

ferent world views through an additive process. For ex- 
ample, one specific response might be to advocate the 
synthesis of two approaches, combining the strengths 
and minimizing the weaknesses of each. This response 
is evident in attempts to find an all-embracing paradigm 
or to translate the different strategies of one paradigm 
into the language of another; these are often attempts 
to fill the seams between positivism and interpretivism. 
Elements of this alternative are seen in Lincoln and 
Guba's 1985 (and consequently Hirschman's 1986) ex- 
plication of criteria for evaluating research. Here, pos- 
itivist-like criteria are added to interpretive assumptions 

and methodology. In the synthesis alternative, it should 
be clear that if the knowledge products and guiding as- 
sumptions are different, they cannot be merged to create 
a single, unified approach. In this case, the blending of 
two approaches either ignores differing, underlying as- 
sumptions or changes the approaches and creates a 
world view that becomes a third approach. 

Dialectic Alternative 
In contrast to the alternatives that seek to eliminate 

diversity by looking for the best world view, the dialectic 
alternative seeks diversity by counterposing aspects of 
the different world views in the hope of resolving conflict 
and developing a completely new mode of understand- 
ing through the debate generated by this juxtaposing. 
Belk (1987) advocates a similar stance in his Presidential 
Address to the Association for Consumer Research. 
Morgan (1980) promotes the use of multiple research 
strategies-accepting that each has something to offer- 
but attempts to utilize their competing insights within 
a single analysis. (The challenge here is how to accom- 
plish this single analysis.) Thus, it is hoped that the end 
result will extend beyond the original formulation of 
either world view. If synthesis occurs, it happens only 
at the final stage, following the debate of conflicts, and 
is in a form of understanding that goes beyond the orig- 
inal formulations. 

Relativistic Alternative 
Another alternative, receiving much attention in 

consumer research, is relativism. One version of rela- 
tivism is critical relativism. This alternative leaves open 
the option that any research strategy may have some- 
thing to offer, but the process and output must be eval- 
uated based on the research program's own specified 
criteria. Thus, anything does not go. Anderson states 
that (1986, p. 156) 

critical relativists are actually more 'hard-headed' than 
positivists in their analysis of 'scientific' knowledge 
claims . . . The critical relativist demands to know a 
theory's mode of production, criteria by which it is 
judged, the ideological and value commitment that in- 
form its construction, and the metaphysical beliefs that 
underwrite its research program. Most importantly, the 
critical relativist wishes to know the realizable cognitive 
and practical aims of a theory so that its range of appli- 
cability can be assessed. 

Thus, although a program is evaluated by its own stan- 
dards, this does not mean that an individual evaluating 
the research must accept these standards as his/her own. 
Instead, positivist research is evaluated by positivist 
standards, and interpretive research is evaluated by in- 
terpretivist standards. There is no single set of standards 
that can be used across research programs. 

Another variety of relativism is the position advo- 
cated by Feyerabend (1975) that "anything goes": epis- 
temological anarchy. Here, every and any research 
strategy has something to offer; it is not necessary to 
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synthesize, evaluate, be pragmatic, or utilize dialectic 
analysis. 

In conclusion, a variety of options exist for the in- 
dividual researcher regarding how to handle the diver- 
sity of research approaches. The last two alternatives 
are based on the premise that every approach to con- 
sumer research may have something to offer. This article 
was written in the spirit of encouraging an appreciation 
of the merits of diversity. We hope that exposure to 
alternative ways of seeking knowledge will inspire re- 
searchers to "explore and enrich research rather than 
constrain it through a search for an optimum way of 
doing things" (Morgan 1983b, p. 381). Consumer re- 
search, as a multidisciplinary field, is well suited to fos- 
tering diversity. Assumptions should be questioned and 
alternative ways of seeking knowledge should be sought. 
Our methods and theories are at an embryonic stage, 
and we can ill afford to stunt their development. Perhaps 
diversity will provide the challenge needed to stimulate 
new growth. 

[Received July 1986. Revised July 198 7.] 
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